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Answer pll,the followipq questions
OUESTIOI\ NO. 1
A) Defined the following;
- Mohr's Circle - Plan stress - Octahedral Planes

B) The stre_ss components in a body arc given by: . z
6* :y '+y  o r=YI+r t  c '=2"+x2

r r y=x ! try, t r7y-  Z X

Determine what the conditions of equilibrium are satisfied in the absence of body

component does not satisff the equilibrium conditions, calculate the body forces

equilibrium.
Ci A three-dimensional state of stress is given w. r. t. an xyz coordinate system
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forces. If the stress
required to achieve

o* = 50 MPa
Txu = 30 MPa

o l=0
ryx=20lN[Pa

o.=0
tz* = -30 MPa

(ii show that one principte stress is 20 MPao and find its direction.
(ii) Find the value of the other two principle stresses'

iiii) U*t."-ine the principle stress deviations and octahedral shear stress.
(25 Mark)OUESTIQN NO;2

A) The displacement components in a strained body are:
u=0 .01x+0 .002y2mm t  v=0 .02x2+0.022 'mm t  w=0.001x+0 .005mm.

i) Calculate the displacement of the point (1'1'1).
ili) Catcutate the strain tensor in the matrix form at the point (2,1"2).

iii; Wtrat is the change in distance between two points which, before deformation, have coordinates

(302,0)mm and (-l'14'5)mm ?

B) The square Plate lm length' Fig

displacement for the Plate given

coordinate$ axes.

I is loaded so that the plate is in a state of plane strain.

the deformation shown and also strain components

Y

Determine the
for x/ and y/

xl

o
o/

Fig. I

QUESTION NO. 3. Qo Mark)

@hefol lowingFig.1 isdeformedintofheshapeindicatedbythedashedstra ight l ines"
The displacements are give u=clxfze y=c2xlz1w=c3xlze find i) the state of strain at point E in the matrix

form when E/ has the coordinates (1.503, 1.001, 1,997'),ii) The Dilation at point E.

T,-;;; )



UESTION NO. 4
Fig.l

A) A brass shet 20 mm r 30 mm x 2 mm is clampled in a very rigid rrame whose coerncient iii#:flt
expansion is glmost zero. Given thct the temperafure drops by 100 oC, calculate the resulting stresses 

'

the sheet. If the element is frcc in the z{irection, determine the change in sheet thickness. For brass,
E=120 GPe, r{33, and r16xl0{ fl.
B) A flat steel plate 2{X}r4{Xh20 mn is compressed by forces in the plane of the plate so that the new
lateral dimensions flr€ 199.9$ x 3Vi.YIS mm. Assuming that the plate is free in the thickness direction
and that it is unifom$ stresse* ffeke E=2filGPa and w0.3), determine:
- The change in thiekness.
- If the plate thickness wsre constrrined to remain constant, what stress would be applied in the
thickness direction?

******** GOOD LUCK* :k ?k * * ?k ?k rk rr ?r
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